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Abstract
Container based virtualization is rapidly growing in popularity for
cloud deployments and applications as a virtualization alternative
due to the ease of deployment and high-performance. Emerging
byte-addressable, non-volatile memories, commonly called Storage
Class Memory or SCM, technologies are promising both byte-
addressability and persistence near DRAM speeds operating on the
main memory bus. However, SCM presents a new challenge for
container-based applications, which typically access persistent data
through layers of slower file isolation.

This paper presents a high-performance containerized version
of byte-addressable, non-volatile memory (SCM) for applications
running inside a container that solves performance challenges while
providing isolation guarantees.

1. Introduction and Overview
Docker [1] is a relatively new open-source implementation of
container-based virtualization technology that has been gaining in
popularity for quick and easy cloud deployments. Containers of-
fer lightweight virtualization for applications and services running
on the same host operating system with near native performance.
Containers are an alternative to full virtualization of a host operat-
ing system and devices, only isolating running applications using a
”chroot” for persistent file accesses, Linux C groups for CPU and
memory usage, and I/O isolation.

Storage Class Memory, or SCM, is an exciting new memory
technology with the potential of replacing hard drives and SSDs
as it offers high-speed, byte-addressable persistence on the main
memory bus. Figure 1 shows how new Storage Class Memory
sits at the intersection of both byte-addressability and persistence,
allowing applications to use ordinary loads and stores to quickly
persist data without having to serialize data for block storage. The
figure also shows traditional container based file storage in relation
to Storage Class Memory.

As noted in the Figure 1, SCM sits at an interesting intersection
of byte-addressable access and persistence. Access to SCM can be
provided via a traditional mmap call to an underlying device driver
or file [2–4]. This poses a problem for applications running inside
an isolated container because an mmap of a file through an isola-
tion layer loses the performance benefits of SCM with cascading
persistence consistency guarantees in layered file accesses. In addi-
tion, exposing a shared device or volume to multiple containers can
remove two important properties of virtualization from the contain-
ers: persistence isolation and portability.

New Linux kernel Direct Access (DAX) support and eXecute
In Place (XIP) support bypasses the virtual-memory system and
page caches creating direct access to SCM without the need to copy
data into internal buffers for persistence. Even with DAX support
in file systems such as ext2 and ext4, containers will still have to
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access data through a Docker Storage Layer or Volume, each with
the challenges above.

We present a solution to these problems by introducing a Con-
tainerized Storage Class Memory or CSCM driver which detects
when applications are accessing the driver from within a container
and presents an identical copy of SCM.

2. Our Approach
To solve the isolation, portability, and performance issues as noted
previously, we developed a Containerized Storage Class Memory
design utilizing a Linux loadable Kernel Module or LKM. Our
approach provides isolation through the driver and management
and portability through the file layer, while allowing direct access to
SCM through loads and stores for both performance and scalability,
without layered access.

The system design is comprised of three main components
shown in Figure 2 and described below:

• Docker CLI: The Docker Command Line Client Integrations
are simple additions we performed via the Docker API to add
functionality when launching or saving a Docker Image.

• User Library: This can be any User-Level Library, such as
pmem.io [3] or SoftWrAP [5] that provides a Storage Class
Memory allocator and optional persistence mechanisms or
transaction support. We provide a basic working implementa-
tion for accessing SCM and flushing updates through the cache
hierarchy for persistence consistency and with configurations
for evaluation purposes.

• CSCM Driver: Our Container Aware Linux loadable Kernel
Module for Storage Class Memory or CSCM. This is where
most of the work is performed to provide isolated, scalable
access to SCM through the Docker system.

The Docker container is executed using a privileged device
driver to our CSCM LKM driver, which gives privileged access
to the container to read and write to our device driver /dev/cscm.
Even though the device access has elevated privileges, our CSCM

Figure 1. Container based storage with byte-addressable, fast, and
non-volatile Storage Class Memory.
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Figure 2. Containerized Storage Class Memory System Design

driver performs accesses to SCM via loads and stores in isolation
as described below.

The Containerized SCM Linux Loadable Kernel Module (CSCM
LKM) creates an SCM data area for the container and sets up the
node and major version number. Our CSCM LKM creates and reg-
isters our container supported /dev/cscm device for the Linux host
operating system and registers the mmap handler. On container
restart it is attached through the active device to the persistent SCM
data. Applications access the driver by using a regular file open call
and then may call mmap to access and map data into user space.

When using mmap to access data, we determine the file sys-
tem root and container level isolation via OS calls to detect ch-
root. Next, based on the result and operating system type, a offset
into the base operating file system is determined. This allows our
driver to manage SCM data on a file basis for containers for porta-
bility, while still serving DAX byte-level persistence through the
driver and Docker System to Container Applications for high per-
formance and scalability. The driver also determines the generic

Figure 3. Data Layout on /dev/pmem0 for CSCM

Figure 4. Redis Benchmark of Service Requests Per Second

Virtual Memory Address range, or VMA, and determines if the
application is running inside a container and, if so, extracts the
container id. Once the container id is determined, the appropri-
ate underlying file is securely accessed, allowing for both isolation
and portability, and contents can be directly accessed using mmap
without layered accesses. Figure 3 shows the Containerized SCM
Linux Loadable Kernel Module driver and file layout.

3. Evaluation
We used an Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2697 v2 12 core processor run-
ning RHEL Server 7.2 with the Linux 4.5.3 kernel compiled (per
[3]) with NVDIMM, PMEMFS, and Direct Access (DAX) sup-
ports. We used Docker Version 1.10.3 and API for Client Version
1.22 and our CSCM LKM was built using gcc 4.8.5.

We tested several benchmarks in Redis, an in-memory data
structure store, and configured it to operate in memory, integrating
it with CSCM through the memory allocator routines. The bench-
mark utilizes 40 threads to perform simultaneous access requests to
Redis. Figure 4 shows the CSCM driver in a Docker container has
similar throughput to the host installed application and over twice
the throughput when using Docker Storage or Volumes.

4. Summary
We presented and evaluated our Containerized Storage Class Mem-
ory approach, or CSCM, for container based access to SCM with
an mmap interface for in-memory applications and integration with
Docker. CSCM provides isolated, direct access to persistent SCM,
where consistency guarantees do not suffer from multiple persis-
tence layers each requiring consistency.

CSCM provides near native host performance and superior
performance over other container based access methods. Forward
work includes investigating increasing client threads and additional
in-memory database consistency techniques.
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